Abstract. We describe a web application that takes advantage of new computer vision techniques to allow the user to make searches based on visual similarity of color and texture related to the object of interest. We use a supervised neural network strategy to segment different classes of objects. A strength of this solution is the high speed in generalization of the trained neural networks, in order to obtain an object segmentation in real time. Information about the segmented object, such as color and texture, are extracted and indexed as text descriptions. Our case study is the online commercial offers domain where each offer is composed by text and images. Many successful experiments were done on real datasets in the fashion field.
Introduction
In e-commerce applications, information relating to a product are found in the textual description but in many cases it is often difficult to express in words what you want to buy, then it is much easier to choose an object watching the images associated to each commercial offer. In [1, 2] many different regionbased and semantic CBIR systems, that allow search with sample images, are mentioned. However, a typical search on an e-commerce site should not start with a query based on a sample image, so it is necessary to provide the user with new navigation tools, such as multi-dimensional navigation. Our method extends the common CBIR tecniques using an object class image segmentation strategy in order to combine multi-dimensional navigation and navigation by examples. Object class image segmentation aims to assign predefined class labels to every pixel in an image and therefore is a crucial step in order to find the Object of Interest (OI) in the image and then its basic features required for multidimensional navigation, like color and texture.
Recently, some applications are emerging, specialized in visual search technologies that lets people hunt online for bargains using pictures of clothing, handbags, shoes or other items they might desire. For example Google's acquisition of Like.com, was seen by some as a competitive response to Bing, the Microsoft search engine touted as a "decision engine" for shoppers. These applications are built on sophisticated machine learning and visual recognition technology and for business reasons all the details of their implementations are not revealed, so it is very difficult to make a comparison. As a demonstration of this, in [3] Skopal analyzed all the systems listed at Wikipedia 1 , and declares that in many cases information about the technology used in these engines is not available.
In this work we propose a visual search web application, that takes advantage of new computer vision techniques and is deployed in a commercial version named Drezzy 2 . Figure 1 reports a screenshot of the web interface. Fig. 1 : A screenshot of the application made using the method proposed in this article. On the left column an example of color entities identified by the use of the proposed approach. The images shown on the right are the search result obtained by selecting "red" as color and "sweater" as product.
The Proposed Application
The basic idea of our application is the segmentation of OI in images associated with commercial offers, using a new technique based on a set of neural networks (see section 2.1). From each segmented object we can extract several information and in this paper we analyze color and texture (see sections 2.2 and 2.3). These visual information is then transformed into a linguistic description. The main advantage of this representation is the possibility in the direct use of indexing and retrieval tools for text mining. Moreover other visual information can be extracted, such as the shape of the object or its subparts. For the color and texture extraction we used a Machine Learning method, in particular a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, as it provides state of the art for many classification problems [4] .
Object Segmentation
In this section we present the object segmentation model used in this application. The model, called Multi-Networks for Object Detection (MNOD), has already presented [5] as a tool for objects detection and is here adapted to the more complex objects segmentation problem. We chose to use a model based on supervised neural networks because neural models have a high generalization ability and good robustness, in this way the same type of performances are always guaranteed varying the classes of objects to be segmented.
The MNOD model consists of a tree of neural networks, where each network uses a sliding window of size W S to read the features extracted from the input image. Each MNOD node C n I S ,W S (F 1 , . . . , F m ) extracts an input pattern for the neural network by concatenating the contents of the sliding window, placed over each resize input image (F 1 , . . . , F m ), according to a second parameter I S . A real example of configuration created for our application is shown in Figure 6 , while in [5] you can find many details on the segmentation process that we have here omitted for lack of space. A node produces in output a soft classification map (segmentation map) where the pixels containing higher values identify the objects of interest. Only the root node of a configuration is interpreted as the segmentation map for a given object class, using a threshold in order to obtain a binary map. In the present work, the structure of a single node consists in a feed-forward Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), trained using the Rprop (Resilient Backpropagation) learning algorithm proposed by Riedmiller and Braun [6] .
The particular aspect of this model lies in the connection between nodes, which in practice means that the output of a node becomes the input of a parent node. This means that some features of (F 1 , . . . , F m ) could be the output of child nodes. Regarding the tree structure, links between nodes at different levels serves only to indicate which nodes make use of the output of a particular node.
The features set, such as information on edges, color, etc., can be directly extracted from the input images. In this work we used the normalized red (RN s = R/(R + G + B)), green (GN s = G/(R + G + B)) and blue (BN s = B/(R + G + B)), and the Brightness (Br s ) as color features. Information about edges were extracted using a 1-D vertical (EV s ) and horizontal (EH s ) derivative filter (using the mask [−1, 0, 1]) and a simplified version of the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [7] feature descriptors, here Oriented Gradient (OG b,s ). We first compute the gradient values and then, instead of creating the cell histograms as in [7] , we create b input maps dividing the gradient orientations in b intervals. The s parameter, used in all the features, represents the scale at which the input image is resampled, before the feature computation. Figure 2 shows an example of all the features used in this work. Figure 6 shows a real configuration with 4 levels, the figure also shows the segmentation map of the OI identified.
The search space for an optimal configuration of the MNOD is very large because we have to choose the depth of tree, the number of nodes for each level, the best parameters and the features most suitable for each node. To restrict the search space, and make the configuration process much faster, we fix the depth to 
where the first subsets of parameters on the left are for the first level and the last on the right for the output level. To speed up the configuration process we used only nodes pre-configured with the following subsets of features:
Object Colors
Our method, to extract the representative colors from the images, is based on a previous work [8] in which we explained an efficient and innovative approach to represent the information about colors using a textual representation. We have selected 27 representative colors based on the natural language color descriptors derived from the ISCC/NBS system as proposed by the Inter-Society Council 3 . The set of selected colors has been created in order to obtain a significative discretization of the entire RGB color space in this application domain. This set of colors is used to extract the principal colors and their quantity in the image considering all the pixels that belong to the OI identified by the segmentation mask.
The first step consist in an image quantization, associating every RGB pixel of the OI with one of the 27 principal colors. In such a way the result is an histogram of representative colors. As shown in the Figure 3 most of the pixels belonging to the OI are assigned to the color "light gray".
The second step consists in the transformation of the principal colors, taken from the previous step, in a textual description suitable for an efficient indexing. In order to keep the information on the amount of color extracted each color name is repeated in according to its occurrence in the image in such way it is possibile to use, in retrieval, the term frequency as a measurement of color quantity. One of the major problems encountered in color extraction from images arises from the metric adopted to evaluate the distances between colors. The Euclidean distance on the RGB space, or one of its linear transformations, is inadequate to represent the human visual similarity, so we have adopted an approach based on a similarity metric estimated on human visual perception. We have collected a set of 2500 user judgements, every of them represents an association between the RGB space and one of the 27 principal colors selected. Using the collected data, we have trained an SVM which takes in input an RGB value and has in output one of the 27 principal colors. In this way a prediction of the trained SVM corresponds in a quantization of the RGB space in the subset of colors previous explained. 
Object Textures
The texture extraction task is designed as a classification problem. Dealing with a massive amounts of offers, a key requirement of the system is the extraction speed for visual features. The texture classes with wich we deal presents strongly spatial oriented patterns, this is why an extremely simple texture descriptor, based on convolution filters, is powerful enough to separate the problem classes. Processing the original image with a convolution filters bank (see Figure 4) , we obtain the maps M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 , M 5 , M 6 from which the final features are extracted as follows:
)/|I|, where I represents the set of points contained in the OI segmentation mask.
The first four maps are obtained using standard edge detection filters (convolution kernels are shown in Figure 4 ), M 5 is obtained using a custom convolution kernel and M 6 is computed by taking the maximum punctual value from the first 4 maps.
The feature set is small (a total of 11 features), but in our domain contains important visual information able to discriminate the chosen texture classes. An SVM classifier was trained using the color-texture dataset and using a 5-fold auto-configuration strategy to tuning the SVM parameters.
The result of the texture extraction process is a linguistic label that corresponds to the class predicted by the classifier. The label thus obtained will be inserted into the indexing engine. 
Experiments
The application we propose has been evaluated on different datasets in order to isolate and measure the performance of the three main phases. In a first experiment (see section 3.2) we evaluated the neural segmentation algorithm that underlies the other two following steps. In particular in the section 3.3 we evaluate the automatic extraction of color and in section 3.4 we evaluate the automatic extraction of the main textures. A detailed comparison with other similar segmentation methods available in literature, was done in [5] . The two phases that follow the objects segmentation have been evaluated independently, extracting the information of color and texture only from the pixels belonging to the OI. That means in practice to involve a mask that identifies the object, created by hand for each image in the dataset. All the tests reported in the following sections were performed using a single thread C# code, on an Intel R Core TM 2 Duo processor T8100 @2.10Ghz.
Datasets
Analyzing the literature we realized that there are no image datasets available to evaluate an application that deals with objects segmentation in the fashion field. For this reason we create seven datasets of images, each of which contains images of one of the following categories: Underwear, Lingerie, Menswear, Womenswear, Tie, Shoe and Hat. Each dataset contains about 200 images, divided into train and test subsets. Figure 7 contains some representative examples of each dataset.
To evaluate the performances in color and texture retrieval we have built the color-texture dataset containing nine classes of texture with a wide range of colors, typical in the domain of women's clothing. The texture classes represent the typical decorations found on tissues, in particular we chose horizontal lines (horiz ), leopard, polka dots (polka), rhombus, squares, vertical lines (vertic), zebra as texture classes. The solid color (color ) and "other " classes were also been included to represent, respectively, tissues with homogeneous color and with decorative patterns that do not fall into the 7 textures listed above. The images in these datasets were also manually labeled associating at each image the most representative colors. In Figure 5 we show some sample images highlighting the manually segmented OI.
All the images in the datasets used in this work, were taken from the Drezzy application and are available for research purposes 4 .
horiz leopard other polka rhombus color squares vertic zebra 
Object Segmentation
In this experiment we evaluated the performance of our segmentation algorithm by applying it to the seven datasets presented in Section 3.1. In order to evaluate segmentation methods we adopted the VOC2010 [9] perclass measure. For each of the seven classes we trained an MNOD model using the configuration process described in Section 2.1. An example of MNOD configured for the dataset "Menswear" is shown in Figure 6 , which also shows the maps produced by each node for a given input image, and parameters and features with which each node has been configured. Finally, we applied the trained models to the images of each test set and the results are shown in Table 1 .
We have obtained high quality segmentation results using the trained MNOD model proposed and in Figure 7 we have included some examples for each image data set. The use of these segmentations facilitates the extraction of visual features such as color, texture, shape, etc.. These results lead to significant advantages in terms of quality of the extracted features, which are related only to the OI and are not influenced by the background. The configuration with Table 1 show that our algorithm can always be reliable regardless the class of objects on which you choose to work.
The computational complexity of the segmentation algorithm was computed on the seven data sets we used in our experiments. The average time to process a never seen image is 1196ms. If an image has already been processed it is possible to cache parts of the processed information and give an answer in an average time of 1ms.
Object Color
In order to evaluate the quality of the colors extracted by our system, we use the color-texture dataset. We use a metric for the evaluation of the extracted colors which takes into account the amount of color in relation to the quantity of color labeled, as explained in [10] . Since the computational time of the algorithm depends on the size of the image, we have investigated the way to reduce it, resizing the images. We have thus reached a tradeoff between speed and quality of results by resizing the images to 50 × 50 pixels. The average time required to extract principal colors is 37ms, obtaining the following performance: Precision: 55%, Recall: 65%, Overall Accuracy: 61%. In each column two examples of input images and segmented objects, belonging to the datasets used in this work. All the images belong to the validation set. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix obtained evaluating the texture classification method, which can be summarized in an overall accuracy of 75.8% and a K coefficient of 0.73, resulting in a substantial agreement between the truth data and the classifier predictions [11] . Experiments show that the chosen features have a good discrimination power on the used texture classes. Using 200 × 200 pixels images, the average time required to extract texture features and predict texture class is 73ms, where almost all of the time is spent in the feature extraction phase.
Object texture

Conclusions
We created a visual search engine for shoppers based on a new neural algorithm for object segmentation. Starting from the segmented objects we extracted and indexed information on color and texture, transforming all unit of information extracted from images in text descriptions. As demonstrated from the experimental phase and by the application developed, the proposed method is very efficient and can be compared in performance to a text indexing engine.
In future works we want experiment with the extraction and indexing of new visual information from images and improve the performance of the segmentation algorithm in order to obtain more accurate details for the segmented objects.
